


Finished Size: 
75'/2" square 

INGREDIENTS 
FOR THE QUILT TOP 

16 of your favorite 12 inch 
blocks 

Navy solid: 4% yards 

6 solids of choice for the 
stripes: VB yard each 

Periwinkle solid for the 
cornerstones: VB yard 

FOR THE QUILT BACK 

5 yards 

FOR THE BINDING 

% yard 

CUTTING 
NAVY FABRIC 

(1) 30W' x 18W' rectangle 

(1) 30W' x SV2" rectangle 

(1) 17%" x 18%" rectangle 

(1) 17W' x SW' rectangle 

(6) 12W' x SW' rectangles 

(6) 12V2" x 18W' 

rectangles 

(24) 12%" x 2" rectangles 

PERIWINKLE FABRIC 

(9) 2" squares 

FROM EACH OF 
6 SOLID FABRICS 
FOR THE STRIPES 

(1) 2" x 18W' rectangle 

(1) 2" x SW' rectangle 

BINDING FABRIC 

(8) 2W x WOF strips 



By&Large 
Cutting large pieces of fabric can be tricky when the 

needed sizes are bigger than the rulers or mat you 're 

working with. Make the process more manageable by 

folding large patches in half, or even quarters to cut. 

A 30 inch long piece of fabric only needs 15 inches of 

measuring space when you fold it in half. Also, when 

measurements exceed those of your rulers, butt two 

rulers up to one another, or use the markings on your 

mat. Ruler markings are preferred, when possible, for 

maximum accuracy. 

Figure 1 

MAKE IT 
1. Arrange the 16 quilt blocks, (24) 12W' x 2" navy pieces 


(sashing) , and (9) 2" periwinkle squares (cornerstones) on 


your design wall or floor and position the sampler blocks 


until you are pleased with the composition (Fig . 1). Stitch 


the 4 rows of blocks and 3 rows of sashing, pressing the 


seams toward the navy. 


2. Join these 7 block and sashing rows , taking care to pin 


at the seam intersections. Press. 
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3. Stitch the horizontal stripe 

sections that go on either side of 

the inner block section, pressing 

seams toward the navy, Join these 

2 sections to the block section , 

Press seams away from the blocks, 

4. Stitch the vertical stripe sections 

that go above and below the block 

section, Press the seams toward the 

navy fabric. 
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Figure 2 

5. Join the 3 final horizontal 

sections-top, middle, and bottom 

(Fig, 2). Press seams away from 

the blocks. 

6. To piece the backing , cut the 5 

yard length of backing fabric into 2 

lengths, remove the selvages, and 

join the long edges. 

Finish It: For detailed , step-by

step finishing information, including 

ideas for alternate backings , 

choosing batting , layering and 

basting the quilt sandwich , machine 

quilting options and binding, please 

refer to "A Patchwork Primer" in my 

first book, For Keeps: Meaningful 

Patchwork for Everyday Living 

(2015, Lucky Spool Media). 



~~ll SCAlr 

Who says you can't make a king-sized quiltfrom 6 twelve inch blocks? 

Not only can it be done, but it can be done in a big, bold, beautiful 

fashion. Indeed, this isn't your grandma's sampler (or maybe it is, if 

your grandma is really cool). Your quilt blocks will veritably sing for 

joy in these weighty frames, strung on musical staffinspired stripes. 

However you choose to interpret this playful design, it's sure to bring 

down the house! 

Finished Size: 
96"x 120" 

INGREDIENTS 
FOR THE QUILT TOP 

6 of your favorite 12 inch 

blocks 

White solid: 5% yards 

6 Solids of choice: 

% yard each 

FOR THE QUILT BACK 

SV2 yards 

FOR THE BINDING 

Va yard 

CUTTING 
WHITE FABRIC 

(24) SV>" x WOF strips 

FROM EACH OF 6 

SOLID FABRICS 

(4) 4V>" x WOF strips 

set 2 strips aside 

subcut remaining 2 

strips into (2) 12W' 

lengths, and (2) 20W' 

lengths 

BINDING FABRIC 

(11) 2V>" x WOF strips 
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MAKE IT 

1. Stitch th e 12111" x 4111" solid 

colored strips to either side of the 

quilt blocks. Press toward the solid 

fabric. Stitch the 20111" x 4111" solid 

co lored strips to the top and bottom 

of the quilt block. Press the seams 

toward the solid fabric. (Fig. 1) 

Figure 1 

2. Trim the selvages from all the 

white strips and stitch them into 

pairs, end to end. You will have 12 

extra-long strips of the wh ite. 

3. Trim selvages from all th e so lid 

colored strips, then cut in half one 

strip from each of th e 6 colors, 

creating 2 medium length strips . 

Stitch these med ium length strips to 

both ends of the other like-colored 

solid colored strip. 
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Piecing Tip 
Sometimes aesthetics trump 

efficiency. Stitching two seams in 

the extra-long colored strips (Step 

3), instead of one seam, will keep 

seams from landing right next to 

one another in these strip sets, 

and as a result , will make them less 

noticeable. 

4. Using all the extra-long strips, 

stitch them tog eth er along the long 

edges in groups of 3, creating 6 

strip sets of a white-color-white 

combination . Press the seams 

toward the colored strips. 

5. Subcut th e strip sets into the 

following 2 lengths per color, and 

discard the remainder: 

top stripe (dark teal): 62 111" and 

14Y2" 

second stripe from top (orange): 

34111" and 42 111" 

third stripe from th e top (green): 

3V2" and 73111" 

third stripe from til e bottom 

(medium teal): 26V4" and 50%" 

second stripe from th e bottom 

(purple): 70%" and 6%" 

bottom stripe (pink): 14W' and 

62111" 

Cutting Tip 
Check out "By & Large" (see page 

127) for helpful ideas on tackling 

super-sized cutting. 

6. Referencing Figure 1, stitch a 

strip set to all four sides of each 

fram ed block. 

7. Stitch the 6 rows together (Fig. 2). 

Press. Trim the sides of the quilt as 

needed. 

8. To piece th e backing, cut the 8:;', 

yard length of backing fabric into 

(3) 102 inch lengths, remove the 

selvag es, and join the long edges. 

Finish It: For detailed, step-by

step finishing information , including 

ideas for alte rnate backings, 

choosing batting , layering and 

basting the quilt sandwich. machine 

quilting options and binding, please 

refer to "A Patchwork Primer" in my 

fit'st book, For Keeps: Meaningful 

Patchwork for Everyday Living 

(2015, Lucky Spool Media). 



341/2" 42W' 
t--. ,~ [I" 
~ " ~ " ~~I\ 

Figure 2 
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Finished Size: 

SPOOlS R~SH N 

There's a certain kind ofmagic that happens when sampler blocks get 

plugged into a larger overall design. Somehow, the dynamic ofthe quilt 

changes, and the blocks take on a new, almost supportive role. This 

quilt is a perfect example ofthat magic. The blocks still shine in and of 

themselves, but set in these giant 24 inch spools, they suddenly become 

interactive players in the stm·y that is a quilt top. For a cohesive quilt 

with bold, defined spools, choose spool colors that blend with and 

complement the colors ofeach sampler block, and also that contrast 

well with whatever you choose for a background color. I think you'll 

agree, that when it comes to pairing your treasured quilt blocks with 

whimsical oversized spools in your favorite colors (that happen to 

stitch up ridiculously quickly), a quilter can't help falling in love! 

96" square 

INGREDIENTS 
FOR THE QUILT TOP 

16 of your favorite 

12 inch blocks 

Gray solid : 3 % yards 

16 Solids of choice : 

Yo yard each 
In my quilt, I used 14 


different solids, and 


repeated 2 of them. 


FOR THE QUILT BACK 

8'/' yards 

FOR THE BINDING 

% yard 

CUTTING 
GRAY FABRIC 

(6) 7" x WOF strips 

subcut into (32) 7" 

squares 

(6) 12W x WOF strips 

subcut into (32) 12W ' x 
6 0 " rectangles 

FROM EACH OF 16 

SOLID FABRICS 

(1) 7" x WOF strip 

subcut into (2) 7" 

squares, followed by (2) 

6 0 " x 120" rectangles 

BINDING FABRIC 

(10) 2%,' x WOF strips 



MAKE IT 
1. Using all of the 7" squares, stitch 

a total of 64 HST units (see page 

155),4 per color. Trim the units to 

6112" square. 

2. Assemble 16 spool blocks ,in 

rows of 3 (Fig. 1). Press seams away 

from the pieced block. 

Figure 1 

3. Stitch 4 rows of 4 spool blocks 

each, alternating the block 

direction, and pressing seams in 

alternating directions. Stitch the 

rows together, taking care to pin at 

each seam intersection. Press. 

4. To piece the backing, cut the 

8112 yard length of backing fabric 

into (3) 102 inch lengths, remove 

the selvages and join the long 

edges. 

Finish It: For detailed, step-by

step finishing information, including 

ideas for alternate backings, 

choosing batting, layering and 

basting the qu.ilt sandwich, machine 

quilting options and binding, please 

refer to "A Patchwork Primer" in my 

other title, For Keeps: Meaningful 

Patchwork for Everyday Living 

(2015, Lucky Spool Media). 
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Finished Size: 
B4"square 

INGREDIENTS 

FOR THE QUILT TOP 

12 of your favorite 12 inch 

blocks 

White fabric: 4% yards 

FOR THE QUILT BACK 

5 yards 

FOR THE BINDING 

% yard 

CUTTING 
WHITE FABRIC 

(12) 12'12" x WOF strips 

subcut into the 

following: 

(6) 12W' squares 

(4) 24W x 12W' 

rectangles 


(6) 36W' x 12W' 


rectangles 


(1) 60W' x 12W' 

rectangle (pieced from 

strips) 

Cutting Tip: Check out 
"By & Large" (see page 
127) for helpful ideas 

on tackling super-sized 

cutting. 

BINDING FABRIC 

(9) 2W' x WOF strips 



~36_v,"I ~~I"_V2" 

24W' 

12W' 

12W' 

24W' 

12W' 

24W' 

36W' 

MAKE IT 
1. Referencing Figure 1, stitch 

the blocks, white squares and 

rectangles into 7 rows. Press 

the seams toward the white. 

2. Join the rows, matching and 

pinning seam intersections, as well 

as the lengths between the seams. 

Press. 

Figure 1 

3. To piece the backing, cut the 

5 yard length of backing fabric 

into (2) 90" lengtihs, remove the 

selvages and join the long edges. 

Finish It: For detailed, step-by

step finishing information, including 

ideas for alternate backings, 

choosing batting. layering and 

basting the quilt sandwich, machine 

quilting options and binding , please 

refer to "A Patchwork Primer" in my 

first book, For Keeps: Meaningful 

Patchwork for Everyday Living 

(2015, Lucky Spool Media). 
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Finished Size: 
72"x84" 

INGREDIENTS 
FOR THE QUILT TOP 

11 of your favorite 12" 

blocks 

Natural linen fabric: 

2% yards 

White fabric: 1% yard 

Assorted green prints: 

% yard (or a fat quarter) 

of each 
Choose 3-6 prints 

Assorted pink prints: 

3/8 yard (or a fat quarter) 

of each 
Choose 6-11 prints 

Assorted blue prints: 

% yard (or a fat quarter) 

of each 

Choose 2-4 prints 

Tip: For a scrappier 

looking quilt, choose 

the maximum number 
of prints in each color 

group. Note that each 
square ofprint fabric 
will yield 2 HSTs, so the 
more prints you choose 
to incorporate, the more 
extra (unused) blocks you 
will end up with. These 
would be fabulous pieced 
into the backing, or save 
them for another quick 

project! 

FOR THE QUILT BACK 

5 yards 

FOR THE BINDI NG 

% yard 



CUTTIN'G 
ASSORTED GREEN 
PRINT FABRICS 

(3-6) 13" squares 

ASSORTED PINK 
PRINT FABRICS 

(6-11) 13" squares 

ASSORTED BLUE 
FABRICS 

(2-4) 13" squares 

LINEN FABRIC 

(1) 12Vo" square 

(21) 13" squares' 

'This number needs to 

be the same as the total 

number ofprint squares 

used. For the scrappiest 

quilt, with no print repeats, 
21 squares will be needed. 

As few as 3 greens, 6 

pinks, and 2 blues may 

be used, making 11 the 
minimum number of linen 

squares required. 

(4) 8"x WOF strips 

subcut into (18) 8" squares 

WHITE FABRIC 

(3) 12Vo" x WOF strips 

subcut into (9) 121/;/' 

squares 

BINDING FABRIC 

(8) 2W' x WOF strips 

MAKE IT 

1. Pair each prillt square with a 13" 

linen square, and use the drawn-line 

method to create HST (see page 155) 

b'locks. Each pair will yield 2 blocks. 

Press and trim to 12V2". If you use 

more than the minimum number of 

prints, choose 6 green blocks, 11 pink 

blocks, and 4 blue blocks to use in 

the quilt. Set the rest aside for the 

backing or another project. 

2. Use the white squares and 8" linen 

squares to create 9 diagonal stripe 

blocks (see page 151). Press. 

3. Arrange all of the HSl , diagonal 

stripe, and sampler blocks. Stitch into 

7 rows of 6 blocks each (Fig. 1, see 

page 138), alternating the directions 

when pressing the seams. Stitch rows 

together. Take care to pin at each 

seam intersection. Press. 

4. To piece the backing, cut the 5 

yard length of backing fabric into (2) 

90" lengths. Remove the selvage 

edges and join the long edges. 

Finish It: For detailed, step-by-step 

finishing information, including ideas 

for alternate backings, choosing 

batting, layering and basting the 

quilt sandwich, machine quilting 

options and binding, please refer to 

"A Patchwork Primer" in my first book, 

For Keeps: Meaningful Patchwork for 

Everyday Living (2015, Lucky Spool 

Media). 
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Figure 1 
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BO~NCt 

I shared an image ofthis design with afriend, after telling her I was 

working on a sampler for a book, and the first words out ofher mouth 

were, 'That is NOT what I was expecting!"And it isn't, right? When 

we think ofsampler quilts, Ithink a lot ofus envision a sea ofsmall 

vintage style blocks in reproduction fabrics, or pristine red and 

white stars set on point, or we might even think ofonline block ofthe 

month programs or guild swaps. But I'm not sure that a digital audio 

m ixing board typically comes to mind. Well, I'm here to tell you that 

samplers come in all shapes, sizes, and layouts and they can tell all 

sorts ofstories. This one happens to be a gift for my brother, the music 

producer and audio engineer. Feel like dancing? Find the beat and 

stitch up a Bounce quilt. It's therapeutic! But no matter how youfeel 

or what your story is, I hope you always remember that a quilt-even a 

sampler quilt-can be anything you want it to be-even a dance beat. 

- "'_..- .

I I 

Finished Size: 
79 %" x84" 

INGREDIENTS 
FOR THE QUILT TOP 

6 of your favorite 12" 

blocks 

White fabric : 2% yards 

Aqua fabric : % yard 

Navy fabric: 314 yard 

Medium pink fabric : 

% yard 

Yellow fabric : % yard 

Dark pink fabric : % yard 

Green fabric : % yard 

FOR THE QUILT BACK 

7% yards 

FOR THE BINDING 

213 yard 
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CUTTING 
WHITE FABRIC 

(10) 2" x WOF strips 

remove selvages, stitch 
end to end, then subcut 
into (5) 84V/' lengths 

(4) 12W' x WOF strips 

subcut into (28) 12'/;," x 4W 

rectangles 

COLORED FABRICS 

(2) 12W' x WOF strips from 

each color 

subcut the following 

pieces: 

Aqua fabric: 

(8) 12W' x 4W' rectangles 
(1) 12W' square 


Navy fabric: 

(6) 12W' x 4W' rectangles 
(1) 24'h" x 12W' rectangle 

Medium pink fabric: 
(3) 12'/:>" x 4W' rectangles 
Stitch the second strip and 
the remainder of the first 
strip end to end, then cut a 
48W' x 12%" rectangle 

Yellow fabric: 
(4) 12W' x 4W' rectangles 
{1} 36W' x 12W' rectangle 

Dark pink fabric: 
(2) 12'/2" x 4%" rectangles 
Stitch the second strip and 
the remainder of the first 
strip end to end, then cut a 
60n" x 12%" rectangle 

Green fabric: 
(5) 12%" x 4'/2" rectangles 
(1) 24W x 12'/2" rectangle 
Cutting Tip: Check out 
"By & Large" (see page 
127) for helpful ideas 
on tackling super-sized 
cutting. 

BINDING FABRIC 

(9) 2Y2" x WOF strips 
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pins every 2"-3". Stitch,MAKE IT 
pins as you go, and press 

1. Referring to 1, stitch 6 the seam toward the 

3. To piece the cut the 5blocks, 4%" x 12W' white 
ofand all colored pieces. Press seams 

toward the colored fabrics and away 

from the blocks. 

Finish It: For detailed, step-by-step2. Join the columns, stitching a 
finishing information, including ideasof white between 
for alternate each column. To prevent or 

of the as you 

add them, fold each strip in half and 

mark the center with a pin. Then 

do the same for the column be 
For Keeps: Patci1work forstitching it to. Match up these two 
Everyday (2015, Lucky points with a then pin at each 

end and work your way across the 

Tip 
Accurately measuring long strips offabric with a tape measure can be challenging 

because fabric lies differently than a tape measure, I prefer approaching these 

situations in a more organic way, by using the fabrics strips themselves as the 

measuring tape. To do this, simply layout one of your pressed center columns and 

gently smooth It out. Then lay the strip along the center of the column in the 

direction that it will be going. Pin one end of the strip to the edge of the column. 

Smooth the strip along the column until it's nice and flat, but not stretched. Use fabric 

scissors to cut the strip at the edge of the column, taking care to make a straight 

90-degree cut. Not only can you cut all ofthe sashing strips for this quilt using this 

measurement technique, but it can also be used for measuring the sashings and 

borders for any quilt. 



Figure 1 
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Fact: Some sampler layouts are timeless. Timeless is timeless: 

meaning itfits into all time periods. It never goes out ofstyle. So why 

fix what isn't broken? I get your point.And you're right. Sometimes all 

we need to take a traditional layout into the world ofonline bees and 

Instagram hashtags, is to infuse it with afresh, new spin onfabric 

choice. For this classic on-point frame-style sampler, I updated the 

look and infused it with personality by using on-trend low volume 

print fabrics for my background, instead ofa solid color (which is 

funny, because even the concept ofusing low volume fabrics- which 

are print fabrics that read like light solids in black & white photos-

is a historic one stemmingfrom a time when necessity required 

resourcefulness. Alas, old is new once again). One simple change, and 

the result is a quilt that's still timeless and historic, but that feels fresh 

and current-a perf ect home for my bright happy blocks. 

Finished Size: 
72" square 

INGREDIENTS 
FOR THE QUILT TOP 

9 of your favorite 12" 

blocks 

9 Colored fabrics: 

V3 yard each 

18 Low volume fabrics: 

'/' yard each 

FOR THE QUILT BACK 

4V2 yards 

FOR THE BINDING 

% yard 

CUTTING 
COLORED PRINT 

FABRICS 

(2) 9 W ' squares from 

each of the 9 colored 

fabrics 

subcut in half 
diagonally 

LOW VOLUME LIGHT 

NEUTRAL PRINT 

FABRICS 

(1) 13%" square from each 

of the 18 low volume 

fabrics 

subcut in half 
diagonally 

BINDING FABRIC 

(8) 2W' x WOF strips 



2. Add triangles to the remaining 3. Repeat Steps 1-2, using theMAKE IT 
1. To add the first frame to the 

sampler blocks, fold a colored 

print triangle in half, and mark the 

center of the longest side by finger 

pressing. Handle triangles with 

care, so the raw bias edges don't 

stretch or distort. Align the center 

marking of the triangle with the 

center seam of the sampler block, 

pin and stitch. Repeat with the 

second triangle on the opposite 

side of the sampler block. Note that 

the outside corners of the triangles 

(dog ears) will hang off each side 

of the block and the triangles will 

overlap in the middle (Fig . 1). Press 

the seams toward the triangles. 

Figure 1 

two sides by aligning the centers, 

pinning, stitching, and pressing 

toward the triangles (Fig. 2). Trim 

the excess fabric points (dog ears). 

Figure 2 

remaining low volume print 

triangles to add the outer frame to 

all 9 sampler blocks. Note that the 

low volume triangles have been 

mixed , so that a different print is 

used on each of the block's 4 sides. 

4. Referring to Figure 3 (see page 

144). arrange the blocks into a 3x3 

pattern and rearrange this until 

you are pleased with the fabric 

placements. Stitch the blocks into 3 

rows of 3 blocks each. Pin at each 

seam intersection and press the 

seams in alternating directions. 

Stitch the rows together. Press. 

5. To piece the backing, cut the 

4V2 yard length of backing fabric 

into (2) 81" lengths , remove the 

selvage edges, and join the long 

edges. Press. 
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Figure 3 

Finish It: For detailed, step-by quilting options and binding, please 

step finishing information, including refer to "A Patchwork Primer" in my 

ideas for alternate backings, other title, For Keeps: Meaningful 

choosing batting, layering and Patchwork for Everyday Living 

basting the quilt sandwich, machine (2015, Lucky Spool Media), 
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